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— PRESS RELEASE UPDATE —
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<www.returnofplanet-x.com>

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
The exciting announcement of the formation and launching of “PROJECT BLUE LIGHT—2009”
the bold re-creation/continuation of the Government’s infamous “PROJECT BLUE BOOK” FILES
—the 60-year old official Air Force/media cover-up/debunking program originally designed to
investigate the UFO/ET phenomenon June, 1947—then officially closed in April, 1969.
HORN LAKE, MS, January 5, 2009: Dr. Jaysen Q. Rand, author of The Return Of Planet-X, is currently
leading this dynamic global movement to organize/staff/launch their all-civilian professional UFO/ET
investigative/research/documentation group headquartered here in the United States.
“Project Blue Light” stands ready to unleash a powerful new arsenal in the UFO wars by establishing an
unprecedented worldwide alliance of hundreds of seasoned experts, eyewitnesses and reporters who owe
their allegiance not to any particular government, but to the peoples of the world! They promise to take
no prisoners and give no quarter in their all-out campaign to expose the truth about the ongoing UFO/ET
phenomenon—once and for all. Latest US opinion polls indicate 68% of Americans believe in UFOs/ETs.
“Project Blue Light” will spearhead this history-making effort as they challenge the clandestine program
and past drama of the U.S. Government’s now failed 60-year old official Air Force/media cover-up
agenda. “Project Blue Light” investigates the mythos and mysteries surrounding the reality/actuality of
UFOs and the ever-expanding global extraterrestrial hypothesis begun in 1947. After 60-years…the
UFO/ET government whitewash is finally over! And, just like in the “X-Files,” —The truth is out there!!
From an excerpt in Brad Steiger’s classic 1976 tome, Project Blue Book (A Major Document), quoting his
Introduction: An Exercise in Charting a Phenomenon — page 18/para. two:
“The history of Project Blue Book alone has shown that the UFO phenomena is mainly that of a
public relations problem. The fringe of believers in extraterrestrial visitation continues to grow.
UFO hobby clubs are a constant critic of Air Force policies—the majority of these clubs profess
to be studying the phenomena scientifically.” — END —
Those very words written by Steiger, a noted author/lecturer/UFO-ET expert and consultant, appear just
as relevant and fresh today—32 years later as the ongoing unofficial UFO government cover-up continues
unabated. The latest debunking of current ‘extraterrestrial visitation events’ is alive and well following
the recent major UFO flap over Stephenville, Texas, on Monday, January 14th 2008.
Quoting an AP dispatch which appeared in CNN.com’s Internet Edition under that same date:
“In this farming community where nightfall usually brings clear, starry skies, residents are abuzz
over reported sightings of what many believe is a UFO.” —MORE—
As expected, the first official government pronouncements and denials came almost from the
beginning of these public UFO reports. Official government statements included media denials that
no military-type aircraft were 'near' or 'in the immediate vicinity' of the reported UFO sightings and
that no civilian airliners were reported in the area either. That was it, plain and simple, a flat-out
denial! Their denials immediately suggested that all these UFO reports appeared suspicious but true!
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Yet, just two days later—the AF carefully retracted their denials sheepishly stating: “Military aircraft
were seen operating in the area.” Quoting that same AP dispatch of 01/14/08 which then appeared
worldwide for distribution:
“While federal officials say there’s a logical explanation, locals swear that it was larger,
quieter, faster and lower to the ground than any airplane. They also said the object’s lights
changed configuration, unlike those of a plane. People in several towns who reported seeing it
over several weeks have offered similar descriptions of the same subject.” — END —
As “Project Blue Light” begins to assemble its professional staff and teams of investigative UFO/ET
researchers across the country and globe—UFO reports and stories such as the Stephenville sightings,
will be considered upon their specific merit. “Project Blue Light” will also seek affiliations with other
credible UFO/ET study groups and research organizations such as MUFON (Mutual UFO Network) and
we are presently in the process of asking The Arlington Institute (Arlington, VA), considered to be one of
our country’s preeminent “think tank” organizations, to consider working with us to share in, document
and report “Project Blue Light’s” findings, evidence and conclusions—as we race towards 2012 and what
the mystical Mayan prophecies describe as “The Cosmic End-Of-Time.”
For some unknown and truly arcane reason, the Mayan Celestial Calendar Codex inexplicably ends on 21
December 2012. According to ancient Mayan cosmology—‘time’ as we know it on planet Earth will
reach its climax on that date. —And no one seems to know why!! As reported in our book, The Return Of
Planet-X, and written across the scroll of time and space, we believe Planet-X (Wormwood), will return to
our solar system in 2009 and again in 2012. We also believe that planet Earth will soon be experiencing
an escalating calendar of UFO sightings/landings and new ET visitations. The weird O’Hare Field UFO
incident (Nov. ’07) and then the arcane Stephenville, TX, mystery (January ’08), signals the start of our
book’s premise anticipating the ongoing rise in UFO/ET activity here in the states/across the globe—up
close/at large/in real-time for the masses. We found 2008 saw a dramatic rise in UFO sighting events...
Humans are finally waking up to the 21st century reality of the UFO/ET phenomena. Over several past
years, numerous books/magazine articles/radio/television shows were certainly captivating the publics'
attention—all dealing with this paramount subject on a much more frequent basis. As of last January, The
History Channel began airing its brand new prime-time UFO series: The UFO Hunters, and the public is
really tuning in—in all age groups/ethnicities/life styles—according to the latest Nielson TV ratings. The
good news is that the 'Stephenville' and 'O'Hare' UFO reports made major TV network news worldwide.
Major cities offer excellent support groups with frequent lectures on the contactee/abductee phenomenon
—with folks from all walks of life beginning to openly discuss their ET experiences regarding apparent
‘genetic manipulation’ at the hands of these other-world beings. It should also be noted that this dynamic
within our writing research, soon proved to be much more involved/interesting/daunting than we ever
imagined. We suggest that the public investigates this UFO/ET phenomenon with an open mind—linked
to our research concept that the ‘larger cosmic picture’ of our ongoing Planet-X saga may well involve a
major connection to the UFO/ET hypothesis offering us help as the mystical year '2012' soon arrives.
There are literally thousands of books and magazines articles written on the subject available in most
bookstores, libraries and the Internet. We firmly believe that UFOs/ETs are intricately connected to our
Planet-X drama and that this aspect of Earthian reality into 2009-2012 cannot be ignored much longer.
Join with us in making “Project Blue Light” a big success. The official UFO/ET whitewash is over!
For information on Project Blue Light go to: incontact@projectbluebook.net To reach Dr. Jaysen Q.
Rand: drjrand@projectbluelight.net —and to send your personal/related UFO/ET information/pictures/
videos/evidence—please write: Project Blue Light, at P.O. Box 141, Horn Lake, MS 38637
All materials submitted are considered confidential/protected in nature by “Project Blue Light.”
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